3
Quanta, Relativity, and Rhetoric

By Way of Prologue
Rhetoric in Science? To a scientist, the very phrase has ail the signs
of an oxymoron. Since ancient times rhetoric has been essentially
the art of persuasion, in contrast to the art of demonstration. Of all
the claims of modern science, perhaps the strongest is to have
achieved, in painful struggle over the past four centuries, an "ob
jective" method of demonstrating the way nature works, of finding
and reporting facts that can be believed regardless of the individ
ual, personal characteristics of those who propose them, or of the
audience to which they are addressed. This distinction of the roles
of objectivity and subjectivity is clear in Aristotle's JRAgfon'ca.*' Of
the three kinds of "modes of persuasion" available to the speaker
relying on rhetoric, only the third "depends on the proof, or appar
ent proof, provided by the words of the speech itself," whereas "the
first kind depends on the personal character of the speaker, and the
second on putting the audience in a certain [right] frame of mind."
Indeed, the chief rhetorical weapon is the speaker's inherent moral
character:
We believe good men more fully and more readily than others
. . . It is not true . . . that the personal goodness revealed by the
speaker contributes nothing to his power of persuasion; on the
contrary, his character may almost be called the most effective
means of persuasion he possesses.
Science had to find the escape from this moralizing and personaliz
ing mode of discourse and invent means of persuasion other than
the probity or the stylistic ruses of the presenter. As if to underline
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that this self-denying ordinance is one of the criteria of demarca
tion of science, Robert Hooke's draft preamble to the original stat
utes of the Royal Society of London specifically disavowed that the
scientists intended to "meddle" with "Rhetoric." Since about the
midseventeenth century, the writings of scientists have increasingly
reflected their agreement with such admonitions. Thus Newton
adopted for his Pn'Mcfpz'a a structure that suggested parallels with
that exemplary model of objectivity, Euclid's presentation of ge
ometry, and he opened the first book of his Opticas with the impli
cation that the work is free from conjecture, analogy, metaphor,
hyperbole, or any other device that might be identified with the
rhetorician's craft. Rather, Newton says, "My Design in this Book
is not to explain the Properties of Light by Hypotheses, but to pro
pose and prove them by Reason and Experiments."^
The well-tested machinery of logic and analysis, the direct evi
dence of the phenomena—who can resist these? Who would need
more? Newton and the scientists who came after liked to be consid
ered little more than conduits through which the book of nature
spoke directly, across the great divide between the independent,
outer world of phenomena and the subjective, inner world of the
observer. But because they are in consonance with the "Tenor and
Course of Nature,"^ their reports are free from the vagaries and
limitations of mere humans. In Alexander von Humboldt's phrase,
they should be the results of observation, stripped of all "charms of
fancy." Or at least, as Louis Pasteur advised his students—and as
is current practice in any research article submitted to a science
journal—"Make it look inevitable."
Here indeed there does reveal itself a connection with the final
aim of the old rhetoric. For as Aristotle noted, the most desirable
of the various propositions of rhetoric is the "infallible kind," the
"complete proof" (t&qrrtptov): "When people think that what they
have said cannot be refuted, they think they are bringing forward a
'complete proof,' meaning that the matter has now been demon
strated and completed.'"* Thus alerted, we now remember that a
number of recent investigations by historians of science have
shown that at least
a work has ripened into publication,
during its nascent period, traditional rhetorical elements, such
as conjecture, analogy, metaphor, and even the willing suspen
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sion of disbelief, can be powerful aides to the individual scientist's
imagination.^ Therefore it is reasonable to ask whether some of the
dramatic repertoire is not, after all, used—and perhaps even neces
sary—in the resulting publication also.
Indeed, I shall propose here and try to make persuasive by illus
tration a view different from and complementary to the usual way
of reading a historic scientific paper. It is this: The publication is
not only the author's account of the outcome of the struggle with
nature's secrets—which is the publication's main purpose and
chief strength, hence the scientist's preferred interpretation—but it
may also be read as the record of a discourse among several "Ac
tors," whose interplay shapes the publication. And as we shall see,
in that respect it is analogous to the script of a play in which a
number of characters appear, each of whom is essential to the total
dramatic result/
In using the word
I stress that I am not proposing
that we may or even can choose between these two ways of reading.
The second will not detract in any way from the achievement in
tended by the first. We shall simply be looking at the presentations
of scientists not chiefly from the viewpoint of their properly in
tended prime audience, but as it were orthogonally, as seen from
the wings. However, we must not expect that the existing pub
lished scientific work will make it any simpler to discern its internal
rhetoric than it has been to derive from it the original motivation or
the actual steps that led to the final result. Indeed, rare is the scien
tist who helps the historian or philosopher of science to penetrate
beyond the mask of inevitability, to witness what Einstein called
"the personal struggle," to glimpse the various influences—bio
graphic, thematic, institutional, cultural, etc.—that gave birth to a
publication.
We cannot expect otherwise, for there are good sociological rea
sons for that neglect and impatience. The very institutions of sci
ence, the selection and training of young scientists, and the inter
nalized image of science are all designed to minimize attention to
the personal activity involved in publication. Indeed, the success of
science as an intersubjective, consensual, sharable activity is con
nected with the habit of silence in research publications about in
dividual personal struggles. Hence the useful fiction that science
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takes place in a two-dimensional plane bounded by the phenomenic axis and the analytic axis, rather than in a three-dimensional
manifold that includes the thematic dimension/ Moreover, the ap
parent contradiction between the sometimes illogical-seeming na
ture of actual discovery and the logical nature of well-developed
physical concepts is being perceived by some scientists and philos
ophers as a threat to the very foundations of science and to ratio
nality itself. (The vogue to attempt, by a "rational reconstruction"
of a specific case, to demonstrate how a scientific work should have
been done seems to have been so motivated.)
Still, we shall learn how to read with minutest attention what a
scientific author says or does not say, look also for unstudied
evidence, and instead of settling only for the surface-reading that
the publication invites, peer also behind the mask of inevitability.
Works of literary or political intent have been subjected to an
analysis of rhetorical elements for over two and a half millennia.
Now we shall begin to distinguish the corresponding elements in
the discourse of and about science: in the nascent phase during
which the scientists weigh the persuasiveness of their ideas to
themselves; in their published results; in the debates about these;
in biographical and autobiographical writings of scientists; in
scientific textbooks; and also in the uses made of scientific findings
in controversies—a second-order phenomenon, a "rhetoric about
rhetoric."

Rhetoric of Assertion vs.
Rhetoric of Appropriation / Rejection
Comparing a scientific paper with the various responses to it makes
it evident that, to begin with, one must distinguish between a pro
active Rhetoric of Assertion and a reactive Rhetoric of Appropria
tion / Rejection. The first of these expresses that about which a sci
entist has convinced himself or herself, and hopes to persuade
others of, when writing the publishable version of the work. The
second characterizes the responses to it by contemporaries and
later readers—responses that, we should note, are shaped in turn
by the responders' own commitments to their own Rhetoric of
Assertion. The success or refusal of recognition, or its delay, as
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well as misplaced reinterpretation even by those who thought of
themseives as converts, can thus be understood in terms of a match
or mismatch between key elements in each of these two types of
rhetoric.
Foremost among these key elements in many cases in the history
of science are thematic commitments: those of the originator and
those of the critics or opponents or would-be disciples. Since the
matic commitments are not always consciously held, we are there
fore often forced into a quasi-archeological task: to dig below the
visible landscape of a controversy in order to hnd the usually invis
ible but highly motivating matches, mismatches, and clashes be
tween the respective sets of themata that have been adopted by the
various participants—and not only of the individual themata, but
also of constellations of them that define the locally held scientific
world pictures. Such correspondences and conflicts can be consid
ered as interactions among contesting claimants in what Michel
Foucault has termed "rhetorical space.
Good examples for our study come from those two classic pa
pers that, more than most others, opened the path and set the style
of physical science in our century. I shall deal first with illustrative
comments on Niels Bohr's seminal paper, "On the Constitution of
Atoms and Molecules." Published in three parts beginning in July
1913, this paper presented the working picture of the nuclear atom
with its orbiting electrons, including its spectra and some indica
tion of its chemical properties, a picture that has long been familiar
to the point of banality. A physicist of today will agree with Emilio
Segre's assessment: "The sophisticated reader will admire the dex
terity with which Bohr sails across a sea full of treacherous shoals
and lands safely . .
That is, of course, how it looks to those who have been brought
up on Bohr's model. But the more immediate response was cap
tured by Leon Rosenfeld. In his introduction to the reprint of
Bohr's 1913 papers, he wrote:
The daring (not to say scandalous) character of Bohr's quantum
postulate cannot be stressed too strongly: that the frequency of a
radiation emitted or absorbed by an atom did not coincide with
any frequency of its internal motion must have appeared to most
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contemporary physicists weii-nigh unthinkable. Bohr was fully
conscious of this most heretical feature of his considerations: he
mentions it with due emphasis in his paper, and soon after, in a
letter to S. B. McLaren (1 September 1913), he writes: "In the
necessity of the new assumptions I think that we agree; but do
you think such horrid assumptions, as I have used, necessary?
For the moment I am inclined to most radical ideas and do con
sider the application of the mechanics as of only formal valid
ity."*"
Indeed, if one carefully reads Bohr's paper (in volume 26 of 7%e
especially Part I, finished in haste in less
than three months in early 1913, it becomes clear why it had ini
tially such a mixed reception and why Bohr, in the interviews near
the end of his life, expressed some regrets about having published
it in that form. To compare the Rhetoric of Assertion with that of
Appropriation / Rejection, to see how differently Bohr's work ap
peared to the young man himself and to some of the lions, we can
also make use of fairly reliable accounts of "unstudied," spontane
ous, spoken comments, of which in this case there happily exist a
good supply.
Abraham Pais has published a collection of typical reactions
under the heading, "It was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity,"** though there was at first far more of the latter. A
few, notably Einstein, Debye, and Jeans, were fully receptive. But
that was a distinct minority view. Thus Otto Stern told Pais that
not long after the publication of Bohr's papers, Stern and Max von
Laue, while on an excursion on the Uetliberg outside Zurich,
swore what they called a solemn Uetli Oath: "If that crazy model of
Bohr turned out to be right, they would leave physics.'"^ Lord
Rayleigh with lofty simplicity said of the paper, "It does not suit
me." J. J. Thomson's obstinate objection to Bohr's conception was
palpable in most of his writings on the atom horn 1913 to 1936.
H. A. Lorentz's leniency was clear, but it had its limits. As AhtMre
reported in its account of the first meeting in Britain at which Bohr
spoke about his atom, Lorentz (who had already objected earlier
that "the individual existence of quanta in the aether is impossi
ble") intervened to ask "how the Bohr atom was mechanically ac
counted for," and Bohr had to acknowledge "that this part of his
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theory was not complete, but . . . some sort of scheme of the kind
was necessary.'"^
Bohr himself noted later,
When my first paper came out, it was actually objected to in
Gottingen. There was no interest for it, and, as I told you, there
was even a general consent that it was a very sad thing that the
literature about the spectra should be contaminated by a paper
of that kind. The paper was just a playing around with numbers
and there was nothing in it . . . It was clear that that was the
general consent . . . Because at first there actually was nothing.
And that's what we'll come to. But now the question is, how was
it presented?*'*
That was indeed the question. In a preview of his work, Bohr had
warned Rutherford in 1912 that he, Bohr, would have to adopt a
hypothesis "for which there will be given no attempt at a mechani
cal foundation (as ^ seews
But when Rutherford actu
ally saw the manuscript, he had to write to Bohr on 20 March
1913,
the mixture of Planck's ideas with the old mechanics [Bohr him
self had characterized it as "the delicate question of the simulta
neous use" in a letter of 6 March 1913] makes it very difficult to
form a physical idea of what is the basis of it all. . . How does the
electron decide what frequency it is going to vibrate at when it
passes from one stationary state to another?
A fair question—it took until 1917 for Einstein to show a way.'**
What most concerned many of Bohr's readers—brought up on
atom models, such as Thomson's, that were considered "mechan
ically accounted for"—when forced to decide on appropriation or
rejection, was not only Bohr's presentation, a Rhetoric of Assertion
in which he rather cavalierly mixed classical and quantum physics,
but also his introduction into his atom of the thema of discontinu
ity as well as that of probabilism rather than Newtonian causality—
antithemata with respect to the classical foundations. These foun
dations were threatened at the time also from other directions.
Returning from the 1911 Solvay Conference, the first summit
meeting on quantum physics, James Jeans had baldly stated what
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to many was an ominous advent in the thematic base of physics:
"The keynote of the oid mechanics was continuity, natMra
The keynote of the new mechanics is discontinuity.'"^
But Jeans was far more ready for this profound change than
many others. Eddington said of him that he was the only one in
England who had been converted to quantum physics by the
Solvay Conference. Henri Poincare, returning from the same
meeting, spoke for the large majority when he concluded wistfully
in the last year of his life:
The old theories, which seemed until recently able to account for
all known phenomena, have recently met with an unexpected
check . . . A hypothesis has been suggested by M. Planck, but so
strange a hypothesis that every possible means must be sought
for escaping it. The search has revealed no escape so far . . . Is
discontinuity destined to reign over the physical universe, and
will its triumph be hnal?^
Unlike so many of his elders, the twenty-seven-year-old Niels Bohr
had built up no equity in the themata of the older physics. He was
young enough to have encountered the existence of quantum ideas
from his student days on. Moreover, in working on his doctoral
dissertation on the electron theory of metals, which he had just
completed, he had come to understand more clearly than his own
examiners that the classical conceptions were simply incapable of
dealing sufficiently with, for example, specific heats, or the highfrequency portion of black-body radiation, or the magnetic proper
ties of matter.
Thus, to understand the argument by which the author of a
work has convinced AwMe//; one must look for roots of the argu
ment that may have already appeared in his previous work. Bohr's
1913 paper is a point on a developing trajectory of personal science
(S,) that intersects upon publication in July 1913 with public sci
ence (S ). On the earlier part ofS „w ehnd not only Bohr's doctoral
thesis but his abortive discussions with J. J. Thomson during
Bohr's stay in Cambridge and Bohr's productive work on alphaparticle scattering at Rutherford's laboratory in Manchester; their
traces can be found on the first pages of the July 1913 paper.
2
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Not One Actor but (at Least) Two
We generalize this point in the following proposition:
I. N
cMrreMZ zuorA A A'AgTy to & tAe coMtmMuhoM o f <3 $oA7o^My tA at Au.s
m Ah earA er worA.
A second proposition follows as if by symmetry:
II. 7n tAe
cMrreMt zuorA oMg wruy Jh c e n r gvihewce^ o / tAg
JirgcnoM rAar Ah yAtare zvorA h AAeTy M :aAg.
To add to the illustrations already given for proposition I, we may
note that Bohr's courage in July 1913 is a consequence of his earlier
radicalization. Rutherford's nuclear model of the atom was discov
ered quite unexpectedly at the end of 1910 and published in 1911.
It, too, was at first widely disbelieved, and Rutherford did not insist
on it himself (as indicated by his silence about it at the 1911 Solvay
Conference). But its implications were enormous and were per
haps best caught in the artist Kandinsky's outburst that now that
the old atom had been destroyed, the whole existing world order
was annihilated and so a new beginning was possible.'^ To
Rutherford's young collaborators in Manchester, especially to
Bohr, who had fled there from Cambridge and its resistance to new
ideas, Rutherford's discovery of the concentration of the atom's
mass had revealed the crucial flaw in the then reigning model of the
atom (primarily J. J. Thomson's), even though that model had,
among other useful features, yielded a plausible explanation for the
size of the atom and for multiple-scattering data.
In Rutherford's atom model, however, no one knew any longer
what to do with the electrons around the nucleus. Thomson
thought of that as "a very great calamity";^" but when Bohr was
asked, "Were you the only one who responded well to it [the Ruth
erford atom]?" he replied, "Yes, but you see I did not even
'respond' to it. I just believed it."^' He had evidently been ready for
it after his unsatisfactory struggle with the classically based atom
during his dissertation work: "Now it was clear, and that was :A<s
point in the Rutherford atom, that we had something from which
we could not proceed at all in any other way than by a radical
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change."^ Or, as he had put it in his July 1912 "Memorandum" for
Rutherford, the stability of the electrons' configuration had to "be
treated from a quite different point of view."^
The direction in which to seek salvation was clear. For some
years, Planck's quantum of action A had been the tool for under
standing black-body radiation, and it promised to do the same for
specific heats. It had a magic about it, at least for young people
ready to risk it. (As Edwin C. Kemble, who initiated quantum
physics research in the United States in his twenties, recalled as his
own motivation: "Anything with quantum in it, with A in it, was
exciting."^ It was, as so often in the history of science, a matter of
being ready to embrace the new themata. Even those features of
Bohr's atom which to others eventually were the most persuasive—
for example, the correct prediction of spectral lines and the deriva
tion of the value for Rydberg's constant—were not essential for
convincing Bohr himself; for we know now that he stumbled on
these aspects only at the last minute, in early 1913, when the main
parts of his paper had been hxed.
It is also easy to illustrate proposition II. Thus a striking feature
of Bohr's thinking, which then suffuses all his later works, includ
ing especially that on complementarity. His radicalization had not
forced him, as it might have others, to abandon entirely the old,
mechanistic conception. On the contrary, he held that "by anal
ogy" to what is known for other problems, it seemed legitimate to
continue to use the old mechanics side .side with the new quan
tum physics, often within the same paragraph of the 1913 paper.
This is just what Rutherford had found most puzzling. But it is at
the heart of Bohr's daring proposal in 1913 of what he named later
the "correspondence point of view," which in turn, from 1927 on,
burgeoned into his "complementarity argument."
We can now summarize this segment: To a greater or lesser de
gree, a publication can be read as the extrapolation from the
author's past, as well as the staging area for a future expedition. To
put it differently, in studying the Rhetoric of Assertion of an author
in a given work, we discern tAat Ae disaggregates Atto two Hews, en
gaged m two di^ereMt so/dotytd^ OMtAe sawe stage.
Actor 1 is engaged in an internal dialogue with his own recent or
more distant past work, out of which the new work is growing.
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Actor 2 has begun to engage in thoughts that will not come to full
fruition for some time in the future. The author's production re
sults in good part from both soliloquies and receives different char
acteristics from each: on one side, conviction from past difficulties
being now conquered; on the other side, conviction from the at
tractiveness of further successes that perhaps only dimly but tantalizingly beckon—especially in Bohr's case, the new thema of
complementarity; the hope for a greater unification of understand
ing both chemical and physical properties of matter through his
new atom; and the feeling that something wonderful looms be
yond. Thus in his letter to G. Hevesy, Bohr writes on 7 February
1913,
. . . I don't speak of the results which I mean that I can obtain by
help of my poor means, but only of the point of view—and the
hope to and belief in a future (perhaps very soon) enormous and
unexpected?? development of our understanding—which I have
been led to by considerations as those above.^
It is a near paraphrase of Galileo's prophecy, at the end of Day
Three in his Two New &7o?we$, that "the principles which are set
forth in this little treatise will . . . lead to many another more re
markable result." In this way, while Actor 1 is animated by the sat
isfaction of recent difficulties surmounted, Actor 2 is pulled for
ward by attraction to the greater goal on his agenda. Moreover, one
of the most important long-term functions of a seminal paper in
science is plainly rhetorical: that its readers come to share the
author's excitement, his sense that new vistas are being opened,
that new questions can be raised and perhaps answered. (The
chemist Dudley Herschbach has christened it "the spiritual effect"
of good new science.)
But as we also have begun to note, the two Actors are by no
means alone on the stage defined by the text of the paper. Each
carries on his monologue in the imagined presence of his important
colleagues. The published paper bears witness to that: One can un
ravel which of the two Actors is speaking a line, and against the
background of which other imagined supporter or opponent that
line is composed. (By no means all of these will be identified in the
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text by name or in the notes.) Thus Bohr's paper in its first para
graph is the acknowledgment by an acolyte of "Professor Ruther
ford" (who also served as the identified communicator of the paper
to the journal), of the motivating power of Rutherford's recently
discovered nuclear atom. The next two paragraphs are a continua
tion of it, with the addition of a cautious acknowledgment of the
power still exercised by the commanding ghost of "Sir J. J. Thom
son." In the fourth paragraph, we see Bohr accepting the promise
of the revolution Planck had introduced in 1900 (much against his
own will). And only then, in the last half-sentence of that para
graph, in a throw-away line, the first evidence of Bohr's own ideas:
a remarkable feat of confident intuition, made almost incompre
hensible by the failure of the young author to articulate his own
voice in that distinguished company.^
By page four, Bohr introduces the strange idea that the fre
quency of the radiation emitted in binding the electron to the atom
is "equal to half the frequency of revolution of the electron in its
final orbit." A typical early reaction was that this was "a crazy
stunt"—but here we have again the emergence of Actor 2 on the
stage, presenting an apparently unsupported argument that will de
velop later into Bohr's treasured correspondence argument by
which he tries to hold on to both classical physics and quantum
physics.
In this way, a paper can be resolved paragraph by paragraph into
the main rhetorical components in the assertion stage, into, for ex
ample, the various parts that are carried by different Actors. More
over, one can also differentiate between the rhetorical components
in the subsequent stages of appropriation or rejection—which in
the case of Bohr's atom was particularly turbulent for the first years
among physicists in the United States, who were puzzled whether
to regard Bohr's two-dimensional atom model as a discovery, an
analogy to the three-dimensional nature of matter, or a powerful
metaphor.^' But instead of pursuing this further for this particular
case, and to indicate the universality of the role of rhetoric despite
great individual differences, I turn now to another seminal paper in
the history of early twentieth-century physics.
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Relativity: Its Publics and Its Authors
The case of Einstein's early writings is analogous to Bohr's chiefly
in one respect: Albert Einstein's formulation of what is now called
special relativity has also become so familiar to us that one may say,
as he did about Ernst Mach's ideas, that one has imbibed it with
one's mother's milk. Eventually, relativity theory became one of
the "charismatic" activities, to use the terminology of Joseph BenDavid. Therefore it takes an act of serious will to free oneself from
an ahistorical view about Einstein's claims as they were launched in
a quick series of communications, starting with the publication of
the first paper on 26 September 1905, "On the Electrodynamics of
Moving Bodies." From the perspective of rhetoric, this paper was
almost calculated to be off-putting to the typical reader of 1905.
Indeed, as Einstein had predicted in one of his letters, in terms of
the immediate reception by the large scientific community, this
work could be regarded as a failure. Approval was certain only from
the few personal friends of this unknown and sociologically "mar
ginal" man, fellow marginals such as Michele Besso, Joseph Sauter, Marcel Grossmann, and Conrad Habicht. While Bohr's paper
showed from the first sentence that he was conscious of moving, as
indeed he did, in Olympian company, Einstein's emanates the
sense that the young author is unused or unwilling to address him
self properly to his "betters" (as indeed was also the case).
A fair understanding of Einstein's formulation grew among
major physicists only slowly during the first few years. The Rheto
ric of Appropriation / Rejection was heavily weighed to the latter.
And even those who one by one were converted, in almost all cases,
interpreted the main point of Einstein's work in a significantly dif
ferent manner than he himself had intended. It is reasonable to say
that it took six years, with the appearance of Max von Laue's first
textbook on relativity in 1911, for an irreversible change in the un
favorable balance to be signaled; and some, including H. A. Lorentz, did not make their peace with Einstein's relativity to the end
of their days. The one great exception in all this, as we shall see,
was Max Planck, whom Einstein himself regarded as his first and
crucially important champion among the elite. And even there,
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when it came to the extension into general relativity some eight
years later, Einstein complained in one of his letters to Ernst Mach
that Planck's "stance to my theory is also one of refusal."^
As for the other physicists whose work Einstein had studied and
admired, such as Wilhelm Wien and Henri Poincare, he surely
must have hoped for some early and real understanding of what he
was trying to do. But on that score, Einstein was to be completely
disappointed; and Mach, after early expressions of brief, diplo
matic, and cautious words of encouragement, turned against rela
tivity (as we saw in Chapter 2) when he began to recognize what
the program of relativity was and what it demanded. Hermann
Minkowski's enthusiastic embrace in 1908 of relativity theory—in
his own reinterpretation—left Einstein himself at first quite cold.
For the next few years, younger scientists and philosophers, such as
Friedrich Adler in Switzerland, Joseph Petzoldt in Germany, Paul
Langevin in France, and Richard C. Tolman and Gilbert N. Lewis
in the United States, began to adopt relativity for their own pur
poses. But again, more often than not, they initially misunderstood
the main point. The same pattern of cases of either appropriation
by misinterpretation or outright rejection continued in some circles
for decades.
These various responses to a theory that now seems so clear to
scientists call for explanation. In such matters one does not expect
to find just one or two mechanisms, and not all of them need have
been clear to the participants themselves. But even a brief list must
contain facts such as these: that Einstein's first paper on relativity
theory had even greater ambitions than those openly stated; that it
was complex and strangely construed, as seen by those habituated
in the then current style of physics—in effect a violation of the con
temporary Rhetoric of Assertion in physics—whereas for us, inher
itors of much of Einstein's way of thinking and arguing, the paper
makes far fewer demands; that Einstein's proposals were really not
for a physicist in 1905 because what William James would
have called the theory's "cash value" for contemporaries did not
seem to be superior to those derived from, say, Lorentz's quite
differently based and quite successful theory; that it asked for
large conceptual sacrifices to be made (such as abandoning the
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absolutes of time and simultaneity, and the ether) in return for the
relief from major pains that only the unknown young author
seemed to feel.
To top it off, the paper in its published form, written hastily after
years of rejection within hve or six busy weeks, had—in addition
to errors that soon had to be corrected^—a cavalier air about it.
That is indicated, for example, by its unusual failure to have any
bibliographic references and by its resistance to demonstrate
clearly some of its own favorable points and implications, such as
that what are still called the Lorentz transformation equations were
now derivable very simply from Einstein's postulates and thus did
not have to be introduced in a manner both Lorentz and Einstein
considered ad hoc. (The simplest derivation had to be pointed out
in a footnote, added by the editor when the paper was reprinted.)
Recalling Aristotle's three kinds of "modes of persuasion" neces
sary for the good rhetorician—exhibiting the good personal charac
ter of the speaker, putting the audience in the right frame of mind,
and providing a proof through the speech itself—we note that none
of these seemed to weigh on Einstein. If anything, he seemed to be
paying as little attention to them as possible.
I do not know which of these or other "haws" were on Einstein's
mind when he himself in the 1940s came to express displeasure
with his 1905 paper. The occasion was the following, as related to
me by his long-time secretary, Helen Dukas: Einstein had been
asked to donate the manuscript of his 1905 paper to a fundraising
drive on behalf of United States government war bonds. Because
he had not kept that manuscript, he decided to make a new, hand
written copy from the published version. (It actually fetched a huge
sum for the government in the auction and now resides in the Li
brary of Congress.) To speed the work of copying, Einstein had
Helen Dukas dictate the paper to him. She told me that instead of
following her dictation faithfully, he repeatedly objected that he
"could have said it much better," and indeed now intended to do
so. She had to plead with him constantly to keep him from improv
ing on his old work.*"
At any rate, if one analyzes the 1905 relativity paper with care,
line by line/* one can again discern throughout the existence of
two Actors engaged in their different monologues, one with his
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past, the other with his future. A look at the first few lines will
suffice here to make the point. The first paragraph is centered on a
retrospective reflection of Actor 1 upon Einstein's early struggle
with classical electrodynamics, as he experienced it in his student
years, for example in reading August Foppl's text Em/MArMMg in die
Muxzue/AcAg TAgon'g Jgr EJg^tnlaftur, 1894 (which in turn had
acknowledged epistemological debts, particularly to Kirchhoff,
Hertz, and Mach). The construction of Einstein's initial PrcMg77MtenM77,gin the 1905 paper is completely parallel to Foppl's fifth
main section, and includes especially the Faraday experiment re
ferred to by both. The latter played, as Einstein repeatedly noted,
"a leading role" in "the construction of the special relativity
theory. "32
In the second paragraph, we continue to hear echoes of the con
cerns of Einstein's earlier self, including the CgJuM^gw-experiment
at about age sixteen and the abortive plans for actual experiments,
made while a student at the university. But we also begin to discern
Actor 2 in the decision to remove the barriers separating the laws
of physics, starting with those between mechanics and electrody
namics. For it was the most enduring passion of Einstein, from his
earliest years as a scientist to the end, to pursue what he called
(in a letter to W. deSitter) "my need to generalize" ("mein
Verallgemeinerungsbedurfnis").
That need appeared already while he composed his first pub
lished paper (1901) on the unlikely subject of capillarity. He writes
to his friend Marcel Grossmann (letter of 15 April 1901) that he is
trying there to bridge the molecular forces and Newtonian forces at
a distance, and he bursts out: "It is a magnificent feeling to recog
nize the unity [EmAgiWicA^gir] of a complex of phenomena which to
direct observation appear to be quite separate things." Similarly, he
reported in a manuscript written about 1920 that in writing the
1905 paper he had found the contemporary interpretation of the
Faraday experiment "unbearable" because it regarded as "two fun
damentally different cases" what he felt needed to be subsumed
under one more general caseT And in virtually each of the other
papers preceding or following upon the relativity paper of 1905, we
find that the appeal of generalizing takes over and becomes a direc
tive for research. We know now that even while working on special
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relativity Einstein felt it to be too limited, and hence decided to
extend the postulate of relativity to nonuniformly moving coordi
nate systems.
To put it more starkly: When Einstein begins his work, he is
aware that physicists are deeply divided between the program and
claims of the mechanistic world picture and the electromagnetic
world picture. Already in his third paper (written in 1902) on ex
tending Boltzmann's ideas in thermodynamics and statistical me
chanics, he joins the battle head-on by testing some limits of what
he calls there the "mechanische Weltbild." By the time he is writ
ing the relativity paper, he has seen that neither the mechanistic
nor the electromagnetic world picture by itself suffices, for exam
ple, in dealing simply with fluctuation phenomena. Nor would a
victory for one or the other have satisfied him; as he said later, it
would, for example, leave us with "two types of conceptual ele
ments, on the one hand material points with forces between them,
and, on the other hand, the continuous fields, . . . an intermediate
state of physics without a uniform basis for the entirety."^ Without
their having some awareness of these agendas of Actor 2 for the
future, Einstein's paper must have been far more puzzling to his
contemporaries than it is to us who know how it all turned out.
The motivating words "Weltbild" or "Verallgemeinerung" or
"uniform basis for the entirety," of course, do not appear anywhere
in the 1905 paper. But my point here is emphatically that just as
there is a danger of blindly reading ahistorical elements back into
earlier work, there is equally a danger to being blind to the forward
thrust that may silently underlie the program of research at a par
ticular time. One will not understand Actor 1, speaking at time t,
without having made a detailed historical study of what preceded t.
But one will not even properly hear Actor 2 unless one has studied
what followed after t. Many excessively "intemalistic" studies of a
scientific publication have failed to catch the spirit of the work for
that reason.

The Stage Fills
Now we turn our gaze more directly on the group of Actors who in
our metaphor constitute the dramatic personae embedded in the
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text, although the scientist-author usually will claim to be giving us
merely access to nature itself as revealed directly through "Reason
and Experiments." In the case of Bohr's paper, we saw him turning
to Rutherford, Thomson, and Planck by summarizing what he per
ceived to be correct and important or incorrect and incomplete
about their prior work in this held. We could have added others; for
example, Bohr has a lively though one-sided "conversation" with
J. W. Nicholson (on pp. 6-7, 15, 23-24 of Part I of his paper, and
more in Part II) about Nicholson's doomed theory of line emission
spectra.
For the purpose of such "conversations," those other scientistcolleagues in the case are brought on the stage in the author's script
explicitly or implicitly. But of course they are presented to us on
the author's terms—their voices and proposals are adjusted or in
terpreted to serve the script. While Bohr was meticulously fair, and
surely no distortion was intended, occasionally we do hear later
from one of them in their own voice, when they take exception to
what they perceive to have been a misunderstanding of their true
position. At any rate, the Rutherford, Thomson, Planck, or Nich
olson of whom we learn in Bohr's paper cannot, with the best will
in the world, be considered fully representative of the originals. On
this stage, alongside the two "Bohrs," they are Actors 3, 4, 5, 6 . . .,
speaking lines that their corresponding models might not have
thought of.
The same considerations apply to the main stage filled by the
characters in Einstein's paper. There we encounter, in addition to
Einstein serving as both Actors 1 and 2, also H. A. Lorentz—but
only a mere fragment of the Lorentz we know to have existed in
1905, for Einstein had not yet read Lorentz's key paper of 1904,^
and he was not convinced by those publications that he had read.
We have already met Einstein's Foppl, one of several characters
not mentioned by name in Einstein's paper. Ernst Mach is also not
named; but a facsimile of him presides so visibly over the section
"Kinematical Part" of Einstein's paper that a whole generation of
positivistically inclined scientists and philosophers (from Petzoldt
to Heisenberg) was misled to think of the whole paper as primarily
a triumph of positivism. Other partially recognizable but anony
mous Actors who make appearances bear fainter likenesses—
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Helmholtz, Hertz, Boltzmann, Wien, Abraham, and, the faintest
voice of all, David Hume. There may be others. For example,
because we lack here the wealth of drafts and letters that we have
for Bohr and his circle, written during the crucial period of com
posing his paper, we do not know which passages in Einstein's
paper may refer directly to his conversations with friends, such as
Besso.^
Einstein's representation of "Lorentz" is a particularly interest
ing character in his own right, as indeed is Lorentz's "Einstein" in
Lorentz's later publications. After their first meeting in 1911, Ein
stein came to admire and even love Lorentz as a superb physicist
and a remarkable person; and Lorentz's fondness for Einstein was
also very deep when they came to know each other. But just as
Lorentz never accepted relativity fully, Einstein had not much pa
tience with Lorentz's approach to electrodynamics.
It is therefore highly ironic and appropriate for a study of rheto
ric in science that during the early years the very different research
programs of both men were widely subsumed in the literature
under the joint name "Lorentz-Einstein." That fiction is worth
more than a brief glance. One of the first to use it was Walter
Kaufmann in early 1906, in the first article in the
Jer
to respond to Einstein's 1905 paper—by putting "the Lorentz-Einsteinian fundamental assumption" to the testT As we
shall see in more detail below, Planck thereupon took up the cud
gel on behalf of Einstein's relativity. But he too began his talk^
with the line that "recently H. A. Lorentz, and in more generalized
form Einstein, [had] introduced the Principle of Relativity"; and
soon thereafter,^ Planck, too, used the term "Lorentz-Einsteinian"
theory.
Of course, there is a sense in which one may read Lorentz's 1904
paper and Einstein's 1905 work as operationally "equivalent"—an
other potent term that will deserve more than passing comment.
Both theories used almost the same transformation equations and
thus allowed effectively the same observable results to be derived
with respect to experiments of interest at the time. Apart from that,
however, the two theories were at opposite poles in every respect—
in terms of their genesis, their physical and philosophical underpin
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nings, their respective assumptions, including the thematic ones,
and their implicit further goals. In short, they were the products of
quite different world views.
For example, as Lorentz's book of 1895"° and the structure of
his 1904 papers show, his work was driven largely by the strategy of
patching up a theory of the electron that had been battered by puz
zling recent experiments. On the other hand, Einstein's paper was,
as he stressed over and over again, motivated by the desire to build
a coherent physics "by the discovery of a universal formal princi
ple" on the model of thermodynamics'" and helped by his reinter
pretation of old and well-known first-order experiments (Faraday's
stellar aberration and Fizeau's measurements of light propagation
in moving water ["They were enough," as Einstein told R. S.
Shankland]). Lorentz did not hesitate to continue to introduce
what he himself regarded as "somewhat artificial," ad hoc auxiliary
conceptions as needed,"^ even after being scolded for it by
Poincare. And he freely confessed in 1912 that his theory of 1904,
built around the model of a deformable, mechanically unstable
electron, exhibited "clumsiness" and incompleteness, while only
Einstein's provided "a general, strictly and exactly valid law.'""
Moreover, Lorentz's was essentially a physics of a particle, the elec
tron, whereas Einstein's was a physics of any event in space and
time. The ether provided obviously yet another demarcation crite
rion between the two, Lorentz's physics being firmly based on it to
the end, while Einstein had dismissed it in an early passage with a
casual wave of the hand.
We therefore do not find it surprising that their respective world
pictures are entirely different also: on Lorentz's side, the best rep
resentation of the electromagnetic
available at the time; on
Einstein's side, a new one that demanded applicability across all
fields of physics, as well as the elimination wherever possible of
asymmetries, ad hoc hypotheses, and redundancies (the existence
of which Einstein found "unbearable"), no matter what cost it
would entail in terms of resulting conceptual rearrangement. But
such basic differences in the underlying world pictures were slow
to be recognized/" and the long persistence of the term "LorentzEinstein" was an indicator of it.
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An Experiment in the Rhetoric
of Appropriation / Rejection
Having watched the main stage hll with agents implied in the inter
nal, rhetorical space of Einstein's own paper of 1905, we can now
visit an external
on which the "real" versions of the char
acters carried out their acts of appropriation or rejection of what
Einstein had to offer, immediately after his publication.
Here we are fortunate in that there took place a public encounter
of opposites that may serve as an "experiment" in the Rhetoric of
Appropriation / Rejection and reveals some of its fine structure. It
was in fact initiated by the publication of Walter Kaufmann's pa
pers of 1905 and 1906, claiming to give the empirical test data that
would crucially decide between the current theories.^ For our pur
poses we need only cite the results that this distinguished,
Gottingen-based physicist himself put near the start of this major
experimental examination (finished on 1 January 1906) of
Einstein's 1905 work. Kaufmann wrote in italics: "I anticipate
right here that the . . . measurement results are not compatible
with the Lorentz-Einstein fundamental assumptions." Further on,
again in italics, he declared those assumptions "a failure." For
good measure, Kaufmann pronounced his data to favor a recent,
much more limited theory by Max Abraham.^
Moreover, in an addendum less than four months later,
Kaufmann implied that if one wanted to distinguish between these
two discredited approaches, despite the equivalence of their deriv
able predictions of empirical facts, Lorentz's had one advantage
over Einstein's. For the inductivist methodology of Lorentz had
yielded in his case the proposed "independence of all observed
phenomena from a uniform translation" as an "end result,"
whereas Einstein had merely proposed it initially "as a postulate, at
the apex," achieving thereby the same system of equations
"through pure mathematics."^
That was little comfort for Lorentz. Most respectful as always of
the work of experimenters, this great theoretician saw his labors of
well over a decade suddenly destroyed even by Kaufmann's pre
liminary (1905) results. He seemed devastated, writing to his
friend and fellow theoretician Poincare on 8 March 1906: "Unfor
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tunately my hypothesis . . . is in contradiction with Kaufmann's
results, and I must abandon it. I am thus at the end of my Latin."
He appealed to Poincare for help. But none came; instead,
Poincare noted that the "entire theory" may well be threatened by
Kaufmann's results.^
Einstein's response to Kaufmann has also been noted before; it
was completely different, not least perhaps because Einstein had—
along with his long-standing interest in the experimental side of
physics—a healthy skepticism about the latest news from the labo
ratory if its claims implied a modification of his closely-reasoned
theories. At first, Einstein ignored the results, and it took an appeal
from Johannes Stark in 1907 to survey the state of the relativity
theory to move him. In brief, Einstein indicated that his theory had
been taken too narrowly, as only a contribution to electrodynam
ics; that it was possible that the data from such a difficult experi
ment as Kaufmann's could be in sufficient agreement with his own
theory after all; and that systematic errors in Kaufmann's data
seemed likely.
But above all, Einstein's intuition told him something to which
others were not alert: the data which seemed so conclusive may
have been faulty
they favored theories, such as Abraham's
and Bucherer's, which applied to a rather small region of physics
compared with Einstein's own:
In my opinion both theories have a rather small probability, be
cause their fundamental assumptions concerning the mass of
moving electrons are not explainable in terms of theoretical sys
tems which embrace a greater complex of phenomena.^
In the meantime, there had recently taken place a most revealing
debate concerning the grounds for believing in any of the theories
in the absence of incontrovertible empirical evidence. It began with
Max Planck's quick response to Kaufmann's publication. At fortyeight years of age one of the most distinguished physicists in the
world, and well on his way to becoming the dour dean of German
physics, Planck showed that he was sensitive to the deepest mean
ing of Einstein's 1905 paper. In a brief talk of 23 March 1906, he
declared that if the "Principle of Relativity" (as he called the theory
at first) were "borne out, it will be a grand simplification of all
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problems in the electrodynamics of moving bodies." He added that
a thought of such "simplicity and generality" deserved, even in the
face of Kaufmann's claimed disproof, to be subjected to more than
just one test; and if the idea then did turn out to have been defec
tive, it should nevertheless be taken ad a&mrdMW, and its conse
quences examined.^"
A few months later, Planck undertook a long, detailed reexami
nation of Kaufmann's recent result of experiments on the deflec
tion of beta rays, which "for different electrodynamic theories is
so-to-speak a question of life or death."5* He then recast the theo
retical base of Kaufmann's experiment more thoroughly than
Kaufmann himself had done. While also revealing the considerable
number of assumptions that Kaufmann needed (e.g., field homo
geneity), Planck compared the reported observations with the ex
pected values that can be calculated on the basis of "those two the
ories which so far have been most developed," that of Max
Abraham (1903) "and the Lorentz-Einsteinian [as noted, Planck
also made use of the term] in which the Principle of Relativity has
full validity."
Even in this reexamination, Planck found the "data" that
Kaufmann had published to be closer to the prediction of
Abraham's theory than to the "Lorentz-Einsteinian"; typically, ob
servation yielded the value 0.0247 (in the units Kaufmann used),
while the first theory predicted 0.0262 and the second 0.0273. But
as if to show that "data," too, have rhetorical uses, Planck does not
see in those numbers "a definite proof of the first and a disproof of
the second theory." After all, the differences between the predic
tions from the two theories were generally smaller than the differ
ence between Kaufmann's reported "observations" and either of
the theoretical values. Hence, Planck notes, one can begin to sus
pect a systematic error in the experiment or in its assumptions.
"There seems to be a significant defect [TMC&e]" somewhere; hence
a definite decision between the theories is at this point unwar
ranted. Moreover, Planck finds the whole experiment a bit mis
guided, for it uses fast beta rays, whereas a better decision between
the theories can be shown on theoretical grounds to be expected
from the use of slower electron beams.
Happily, Planck had chosen to present these findings in a public
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lecture (Stuttgart, DeMHcAe
19 Septem
ber 1906), and after it there ensued a lively discussion that was also
published.^ For a study of the Rhetoric of Appropriation / Rejec
tion, it is a revealing and even amusing theatrical script of its own.
Walter Kaufmann rose first; he was glad to see that Planck's calcu
lations, made on a different basis, had resulted in "identical nu
merical results"—only a slight exaggeration—and so gave one
confidence that no errors of calculation had entered. But after all,
Kaufmann had to insist, the Lorentz-Einstein (L-E) theory predic
tions deviated from his data throughout by 10 to 12 percent,
whereas Abraham's (A) theory came to within 3 to 5 percent—also
outside the error of observation, but possibly within the error from
aJ/ sources.
Planck's response was uncharacteristically curt. In the absence
of a full understanding of the error sources in addition to observa
tion errors, it was for him quite thinkable that when such correc
tions eventually might be made, they would bring the data closer to
the L-E theory than to its rival. A. H. Bucherer now rose to reflect
in a rambling speech on how Planck's analysis affected his own
theory, one similar to Abraham's, and how it might be improved.
(In passing, he did make, as had rarely been done so far, a distinc
tion between Lorentz's and Einstein's theories, both of which he
believed to be flawed for different reasons; and he was the first per
son to adopt Planck's newly proposed term, Rg/an'-zvAeon'g, but
shortly after coined the term Re/anffatHtAecn'e.) However, for his
labors he was rebuffed by Planck, who asked him about a "very
important" test of Bucherer's theory, which Bucherer had to con
fess he had not yet made.
Now it was Max Abraham's turn to speak. It must be remem
bered that he was a brilliant physicist, whom Einstein also re
spected, but whose theory of the rigid electron was based on a
completely different, fiercely held world picture. As von Laue and
Max Born noted some years later, Abraham
found the abstractions of Einstein disgusting in his very heart.
He loved his absolute ether, his field equations, his rigid elec
tron, as a youth loves his first passion whose memory cannot be
erased by any later experience . . . [Einstein's] plan was to him
thoroughly unsympathetic.^
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Abraham rose and asserted (to "great laughter") that since the pre
dictions from the L-E theory deviated from Kaufmann's data twice
as much as his own theory, it followed that his own is "twice as
good as . . . the He/anMAecn'e." He was satisfied with the result.
Moreover, his theory had the advantage that it was a "purely elec
tromagnetic one." Even Lorentz's failed by that criterion because
it assumed (as Poincare had also found recently) the need for a
term in addition to its electromagnetic energy.
Planck replied that he agreed with that fully—but so far
Abraham's purely cJeAtn'scAc theory was only a hopeful postulate,
an unachieved program. To be sure, the L-E theory "is also based
on a postulate, namely that no absolute translatory motion can be
discovered." So in Planck's opinion, we had here two unproved
and undisproved theories. And at that crucial point, having put be
fore his distinguished audience the choice between the two anti
thetical postulates, and hence between these antithetical concep
tions of reality, the magisterial Planck added a few sentences that
surely deserve to be a highlight of any future theory of the rhetoric
of science:
These two Postulates, it seems, cannot be united; and so it
comes to this: to which Postulate [L-E or A] to give preference.
T.s M w yse/f tAe LoreMtzz'aw A reaJy wore caMgcMz'a/. /Afz'r
Lcrerzt&scAe c(gcwtA'cA sywparAz'scAcr.y

Jus

When the chips were down, the inner motivation for making a
choice in the absence of meaningful differences obtainable through
Newton's "Reason and Experiments" became visible: it is thefeeJz'Mgof sywpatAy, of coM^CMz'aAfy wAA o?:e worMpicture ratAer tAazz zoAA
As cppcsAe, a Jecmoz! AaseA or? oae's sc:eMA/A taste.
Having made this revelation (in which he had condensed the
term for the L-E theory further, into merely Lorentz's), Planck im
mediately added a protective sentence: "It would be best if both
fields were to be further developed, and in the end experiment pro
vided the decision." Thereupon Arnold Sommerfeld, at thirtyeight years of age one of the bright newer stars of physics, felt com
pelled to remark he could not join Planck in the "pessimistic point
of view" that the decision should be delayed until experiments
spoke more clearly. Leaving aside Kaufmann's results because the
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"extraordinary difficulties of the measurements" might well have
produced deviations from the expected data that came from still
unknown sources of error, Sommerfeld could make known his
choice now:
I suspect that regarding the question of Principles which Herr
Planck has formulated, preference is given to the electrodynamic
Postulate [i.e., the Abraham theory based on the electromag
netic world picture] by those under 40 years of age, and to the
mechanistic-relativistic one [i.e., to the Einsteinian extension of
the principle of relativity to all of physics] by those over 40 years.
I prefer the electromagnetic one myself [laughter].
While Sommerfeld's division was not quite correct, and he soon
changed allegiances, his confession also underlined that congenial
ity of point of view is a quasi-aesthetic criterion for theory choice in
science—even as rhetoricians from classical Greece on knew it to
be in the three traditional areas of display: political, forensic, and
ceremonial.
In an anticlimactic ending of the discussion, Kaufmann got up
once more. He objected that "the epistemological worth" of the
relativity postulate was small because it did not apply to systems
other than inertial ones—a point that Einstein, of course, knew
well, and that was propelling him toward the "generalization" in
which he was to succeed shortly. Planck squashed Kaufmann in
three sentences: Kaufmann had missed the main feature of the rel
ativistic point of view—that what could not be observed in inertial
systems by mechanical experiments should also be unobservable
by electrodynamic ones.
Nothing had happened that^brcgd anyone to change his mind, to
abandon one theory together with the world picture on which it
was based, and to favor adopting the opposite. Individual experi
mental results of a narrow sort continued to come in for some years
and lent themselves to one cause or the other, depending on how
robust one thought the underlying assumptions were. Thus for a
few years, the scientific community found itself somewhat at a loss
how to deal with two such differently based theories whose "cash
values" were about the same—and both of which were still under
the cloud of the Kaufmann experiment (which was not fully un
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masked as defective until 1916). In another irony that must have
amused Einstein, the best support for both theories for years was
thought to be the fact that in their fundamentally different ways
each "explained" the haunting failures to find ether drift effects.

By Way of Epilogue: The Inertia of Rhetoric
When was it over? When did Bohr's and Einstein's "art of persua
sive argumentation" succeed respectively in converting their com
munity to a new theory or way of seeing the world? The superiority
and scope of Bohr's theory, plus the results of decisive experiments
(e.g., Franck-Hertz, 1914), had made it soon irresistible. But in the
case of relativity, there was no hope of having some crucial experi
ment decide quickly between the rival theories, with their bases in
vastly different world pictures. What had to happen, as so often
must, was a slow process by which more and more of the visible
members of the scientific community learned to hear and under
stand the voices on the stage for which Einstein had written the
script. For example, the perceptive and well-placed physicist
Wilhelm Wien, with whom Einstein had begun a correspondence
in 1899, had initially published his disagreement with relativity;
but by 1909 he had become persuaded by it and its world picture
essentially on aesthetic grounds. He wrote:
What speaks for it most of all, however, is the inner consistency
which makes it possible to lay a foundation having no self-con
tradictions, one that applies to the totality of physical appear
ances, although thereby the customary conceptions experience a
transformation.^
We noted that the appearance of Max von Laue's textbook of
1911, entitled significantly still Dus
essentially
dates the first solid indication of the victory of Einstein's world
conception over Lorentz's (and Abraham's); but even then von
Laue had to confess that
a really experimental decision between the theory of Lorentz and
the Relativity Theory is indeed not to be gained; and that the
first of these nevertheless had receded into the background is
chiefly due to the fact that, close as it comes to the Relativity
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Theory, yet it lacks the great simpie universal principle, the pos
session of which lends the Relativity Theory from the start an
imposing appearance.
Indeed, after Kaufmann,
very significant experiments by Bucherer [1909] and E. Hupka
[1910] seemed to speak in favor of the Relativity Theory, but
opinion about their power of proof is still so divided that Relativ
ity, from that side, has not yet received unquestionably reliable
support.
Von Laue added that the wealth of different phenomena encom
passed by relativity theory was so vast that it was a task of the high
est order to achieve an explanation of all of these by the adoption
of one point of view. Thus "it is no wonder that this task reaches
deeply into our whole physical world picture
and touches
on the epistemological foundations of science."
It took some years more for the special relativity theory to be
come truly a widely accepted part of physics. That had to wait for
developments far from the scope of Einstein's 1905 paper itself—
foremost among them experimental successes, such as the eclipse
expedition of 1919 with its test of a prediction of the general theory
of relativity and the use of relativistic calculations to explain the
fine structure of spectral lines.
In the meantime, the interested public and indeed some physi
cists had to seek support for the relativity theory, particularly in the
face of its challenging paradoxes and iconoclastic demands, chiefly
in the apparent ease with which it explained A. A. Michelson's
results—an experiment that had counted little if anything for Ein
stein himself, but which to this day profits from being pedagogically the easiest tool of persuasion (at least in the oversimplified
versions found in textbooks). Thus it came about that Einstein's
scientific
has been absorbed into the culture of science and
beyond with the aid of a rhetoric that had little to do with its genesis.'*'
A decade after his first edition, von Laue published the fourth
edition of his successful text, renamed straightforwardly Dig
Rg/unhhaM/tgon'g (1921). By that time, two years after the famous
general relativity test of November 1919, most physicists had come
to accept Einstein's special relativity over Lorentz's relativistic
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electrodynamics. Yet, there still was a tendency to confuse them in
certain profound respects; and for this reason, von Laue felt com
pelled to end volume 1 of his 1921 book with a special selection,
largely taken from his first edition, in which he patiently tried to set
the matter straight once more.
The historical sequence of developments, he wrote, had pro
duced the misunderstanding that relativity theory is more closely
related to electrodynamics than to mechanics. The source of this
misperception is that transformation equations were indeed hrst
deduced from electrodynamic considerations (by the majestic Lorentz in various, successively better forms, over several years end
ing by 1905) and most physicists will have absorbed the equations
and their original electrodynamic context early in their training.
But in modem relativity theory, the equations applied equally to
the phenomena in uH fields of physics, including mechanics, even
though in that held one usually did not need them to make predic
tions that are correct to within the error limits of most measure
ments in mechanics.
A related misunderstanding was, he said, that since all forces of
physics are subject to Lorentz transformations, they all may have a
common origin, namely, the electrodynamic forces to which Lo
rentz had hrst applied them. But that thought, too, was entirely
unwarranted. On the contrary, the fact that the relativity principle
can be applied equally to all forces hints not at a subordination of
mechanics to electrodynamics, but at the "equal subordination of
both under higher laws."
Although von Laue did not speculate further on the reasons be
hind the long-lingering confusions, we may point to two that have
roots in rhetoric: the "momentum" of the old term "Lorentz trans
formations" and the long-term persistence of the implication of op
erational "equivalence" between Lorentz's and Einstein's theories.
We are dealing here with what one might call the inertia of rhetoric.
The "equivalence" of two (or more) differently based theories
occurs again and again and is one of the surprising facts of science.
Famous cases include the equally powerful (for making useful pre
dictions) schemata of Copernicus and his Ptolemaic opponents,
and the consequences derivable from either Heisenberg's matrix
mechanics or Schrodinger's wave mechanics. Richard Feynman
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has put the puzzle in perspective in a memorable passage on yet
another such case, that of the law of gravitation:
Mathematically each of the three different formulations,
Newton's law [of gravitation], the local held method, and the
minimum principle, gives exactly the same consequences. What
do we do then? You will read in all the books that we cannot
decide scientifically on one or the other. That is true. They are
equivalent scientifically. It is impossible to make a decision be
tween them if all the consequences are the same. But psycholog
ically they are very different, in two ways. First, philosophically
you like them or you do not like them; and training is the only
way to beat that disease. Second, psychologically they are very
different because they are completely unequivalent when you are
trying to guess new laws.^
"Guessing new laws" is here shorthand for getting at new science,
advancing beyond the stage reached by the different formulations
that yielded "equivalent" results on previous puzzles. But—more
than in most other endeavors—getting at new science tomorrow is
the main purpose of doing science today. So it is a matter of crucial
significance that when the two theories are extrapolated beyond the
intersection point where, for the needs of the moment, the predic
tions are (more or less) the same, the next steps on the diverging
trajectories are going to be quite different. As we saw in the con
frontation between Bohr and his critics, and in the comparison of
the Lorentzian and Einsteinian theories, every major theory in sci
ence is shaped and propelled by its own list of themata and its own
world view. Thereby each sets the stage for a future form of science
quite different from its rival—a future stage on which a new cast of
characters can present its own acts in the unending play.
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